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Abstract— End-user programming of robots holds promise
to help users lacking specialized software development skills
customize robot behaviors. To enable such novice control, it is
essential to design an end-user robot programming system that
best supports how users naturally express what they want the
robots to do. In this paper, we conducted a two-part online
user study with fifteen participants to analyze how novice
programmers intuitively solve robot-related tasks (part 1) vs
how they code robot behaviors using a static version of Cozmo
Codelab, a visual block-based robot programming system (part
2).
Our part 1 results show that novice programmers do not
intuitively consider programming tasks using an imperative
procedural programming paradigm, which is typical of current
visual block-based robot programming systems. Additionally,
we find that users who initially adopted an imperative procedural programming paradigm (in part 1) for task completion
in part 2 wrote less accurate robot programs. The mismatch
between natural tendencies and enforced coding structure has
implications for the design of easily learned end-user robot programming interfaces and systems. It suggests that block-based
visual imperative programming systems, though at present one
of the most accessible ways to program robots, could benefit
from new interfaces and targeted design enhancements.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Robots are becoming increasingly ubiquitous across domains that require ongoing human interactions.1 Programming such robots in human environments to be effective for
every unique use case and environment remains a bottleneck
given the complex interactive nature of desired robot behaviors [1] and individual user preferences [2].
Research in end-user robot programming [3]–[6] aims
to create tools that enable users with little or no software
development experience to write programs involving robots
on their own through intuitive interfaces. While research in
this field has progressed substantially, most non-academic
robot programming systems targeting novice programmers
are block-based visual programming systems, often wrapped
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Fig. 1. We investigated how novice programmers think about programming
robots through two tasks. (Top) A natural language approach, where
participants verbally instruct the robot.(Bottom) A block-based programming approach, where participants implement the task using block-based
programming.

around an imperative procedural programming language.
Such systems also incorporate a robot-specific sensing and
control library and a block-based visual programming interface. An example of a commonly used visual programming
tool is Scratch [7], which introduces children and novice
adult users to programming (and controlling a robot using
this language). Though Scratch is among the best known
and prominently used visual programming languages, others
are surveyed in [8], [9].
There are known limitations with visual coding languages,
such as challenges with expressing concurrency. Our key
insight is that one of the main challenges for non-expert
users who want to program robots is cognitive dissonance caused by the mismatch between the programming
paradigm they naturally adapt to express desired robot
behaviors versus the programming paradigm supported
by the widely used block-based robot programming
system, i.e., imperative programming. (See Section IV,
Table 1 for definitions of the various programming paradigms
we consider in this study.)
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Natural Language Approach
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Task 1
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Task 2
Participant
pushes cube

Step 1: The robot takes the user’s
order when they are ready.
Step 2: The robot takes the user's
order and tells the user their order
will be ready soon.

Step 1: The user and robot take at least
three turns each movingthe cube 0.1m at
every turn.
Step 2: The cube glows red when the robot
has ﬁnished its turn.
Step 3: Assume the user takes 5s to move
the cube.

Fig. 2. Study Outline. We investigated two approaches, natural language and programming interface. For each approach, the participants completed the
same two tasks. (Left) In task 1, the robot takes the user’s order. (Right) In task 2, the robot and user collaborate to push a cube. Each task consists of
several steps.

We aim to inform the development of new programming
tools by first comparing these paradigms. Towards this goal,
we conducted a two-part online pilot study to collect insights
about how users naturally express what they want a robot to
do vs how they actually program a robot, and the inherent
challenges of a possible mismatch. In part 1, we asked
participants to instruct the robot (using diagrams, language,
flowcharts, etc.) to perform the two tasks we designed, and
we analyzed their responses. We also studied the accuracy
level of novice programmers, i.e., whether the robot correctly
performed the tasks they specified. In part 2, we studied
the effect of participants using a standard non-expert robot
programming system that supports the imperative programming paradigm. We asked them to implement the same
two tasks as in part 1, this time by using a block-based
visual programming system. The system is based on Cozmo
Codelab because our tasks were designed to be replicated
with the Cozmo robot. 2 .
Our work brings key insights into the mental models
of novice programmers when ’thinking out loud’ about
programming a robot and how this can influence their
programming performance. This work has a broader impact
in the field of end-user programming for robots, especially on
the design of the interface of end-user programming systems.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Research in end-user robot programming aims to achieve
easy to use visual interfaces by designing an appropriate abstraction level for target use cases [4], [10]–[13]. For example, researchers investigated adopting flowcharts [10], [11],
[14], state machines [13], behavior trees [15], block-based
imperative programming languages [4], [16], and triggeraction rules [17] with relevant visualization interfaces. Robot
programming systems have also been built by taking a
human-centered approach that provides specialized ways
to express frequently desired concurrent actions [12], [16].
2 Cozmo codelab: https://developer.anki.com/blog/news/
cozmo-code-lab/index.html
Images of Cozmo and cubes in Fig.2 are adapted from https://www.
kinvert.com/

More recently, researchers have started to evaluate a nonexpert-friendly robot programming interface like CoBlox
with a larger group of novice adult users (e.g., N=67) [18].
However, to our knowledge, no robot programming system
has been built to support the target users’ intuitive programming paradigm.
Beyond end-user programming of robots, researchers have
investigated the mental models novices use with triggeraction systems to program smart home applications [19]
and analyzed how users of a commercially available triggeraction programming system debugged programs, including
smart home applications [20], with the goal of helping future
programming systems better support end-user programmers.
Researchers also investigated how a target user group (children) solves problems to design a new programming language [21].
III. M ETHODS
We now describe the methodology we employed for our
online study.
Our study results are consistent with findings in prior
work, which showed the applicability of human-computer
interaction techniques to programming tools [22].
Our exploratory study focused on the following two research questions:
RQ.1 How do paradigms that novice programmers apply to control a robot map onto different programming
paradigms? (study part 1)
RQ.2 How does an imperative programming interface
affect the programming paradigm that novices apply?
(study part 2)
A. Participants
We conducted our user study with 15 participants (9
female). We also conducted studies with 3 additional people
to test and refine the study; these individuals were not
included in the main analysis. Our participants were between
20−36 years old and worked in a variety of disciplines, such
as finance, marketing, and biology. Self-reported ethnicity
revealed that 13 were of Asian descent, 5 White, and 2 Hispanic. Participants were recruited by individually reaching
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Fig. 3. An example of solving Task 2 using block-based programming. (a) When the program loop repeats for three iterations. (b) In every iteration,
Cozmo navigates to the cube, (c) moves the cube 10cm, (d) sets the cube’s color to red, and (e) waits five seconds for the user to push the cube.

out to peers who met the inclusion criterion (see below). We
obtained IRB approval for the studies from the University of
Washington. Participants gave informed consent and received
a gift card of $10/hour for their study-related work.
Since this was a pilot study, our sole inclusion criteria
was that the participants had taken at most one programming class/experience. Eight participants had never taken a
programming class; four had experience in Scratch, a blockbased programming language after which our programming
tasks were modeled; and six had experience with robots.
On a scale from one to five, seven participants self-reported
that they had a level one programming proficiency, four
self-reported a level two programming proficiency, and four
self-reported a level three proficiency. We selected these
participants from fields showing recent increases in robotics
usage, i.e. healthcare, finance, and design.
B. Procedure
The study was exploratory in nature: its purpose was
to elicit information about what programming paradigms
novice programmers apply when programming social robots.
Participants were asked to complete tasks using two different
approaches, as shown in Fig.1: part 1, a descriptive approach,
and part 2, a block-based programming approach. They
were instructed to think aloud throughout each exercise and
encouraged to talk through difficulties rather than asking
questions. We designed our study to be completed in under
one hour to limit participant fatigue.
The user study was conducted virtually through Zoom.3
Participants were first asked to sign a consent form and
complete a pre-questionnaire with questions about their
demographic and programming skills. Next, in part 1, they
were given two tasks to be completed using their preferred
approach (e.g., diagrams or spoken instructions). While
there was no physical robot involved in this study, the tasks
were designed to be reproduced with the Cozmo robot,
pictured in Fig.2. For the first task, participants were given
the following prompt, as elucidated by (Fig.2):

3 Zoom:

http://zoom.us

In this task, the robot will be taking the order of a
customer at a restaurant. The menu is as follows:
Foods:
- Burger: $5
- Pizza: $4
Drinks:
- Soda: $2
The robot should take the user’s order once the
user is ready. The robot will then take the user’s
order and tell them “your order will be ready
soon.”

Participants were given five minutes to complete the task
via any means they preferred (e.g., designing a diagram,
speaking out loud, story-boarding). There was a time limit
for every task to ensure the completion of all the tasks during
the study session. All participants choose to speak aloud their
method of directing the robot to complete this task.
For the second task, participants were given the following
prompt, also to be completed in a non-specified approach,
depicted in Fig.2:

You will be working with the robot to move cube 1.
You must each take at least three turns moving the
cube 0.1m at every turn. The cube should glow red
once the robot is finished with its turn; assume that
the user takes 5 seconds to move the cube.

This completed part 1, where participants shared their
unique approaches.
Next, for part 2, the researcher walked through the documentation of the blocks participants would use to complete
the same tasks as in part 1 but using the block-based
programming approach (see Fig.2). Participants were also
given an example of how to use the blocks to complete small
programming tasks involving the robot. The tasks remained
the same for both study parts to achieve a fair comparison. The block-based programming interface, modeled after

Fig. 4. Accuracy in accomplishing each part of the natural speaking tasks
when various paradigms were used.
( ) Task 1, Step 1: The robot takes the user’s order when user is ready.
( ) Task 1, Step 2: The robot takes the user’s order and tells the user their
order will be ready soon.
( ) Task 2, Step 1: The user and robot take at least three turns each, moving
the cube 0.1m at every turn.
( ) Task 2, Step 2: The cube glows red when the robot has finished its
turn.
( ) Task 2, Step 3: Assume the user takes 5s to move the cube.

Cozmo’s CodeLab, was static so participants could not run
their code. Further, they did not use a Cozmo robot in the
study because of the virtual nature of the study.
After this introduction, participants were directed to create
an account on LucidChart4 to complete their tasks. They
then completed the aforementioned two tasks in LucidChart
by dragging and dropping blocks onto their workspace,
as illustrated by Fig.3. They were given ten minutes to
complete each task.
Following the completion of the block-based programming
tasks, the participants completed a post-study questionnaire,
which included the following questions:
• Did you use the same strategy to think about the task
with and without the blocks?
• What was your top priority in completing the task?
• How did the block-based programming align with how
you would approach this task?
These questions were intended to complement knowledge
gained during the study from researcher observations. Upon
completing the questionnaire, participants were thanked for
their participation and time, and a gift card was sent to them.
Each participant took between forty-five minutes to about
one hour to complete both study parts. We analyzed about
sixteen hours of footage and manually scribed the users’
cognitive process for each task in part 1 and part 2. We
then categorized the users’ responses into their subsequent
paradigms.
IV. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Our analysis is a combination of quantitative and qualitative data collected from the study and from the questionnaires
that contained open-ended questions. The nature of our
4 LucidChart,

a free diagramming tool: https://lucid.app

Fig. 5.
Frequency with which a paradigm is used during the natural
programming approach. T1 refers to task 1, and T2 refers to task 2. We
observed that participants naturally adopt a wide array of programming
paradigms, with the majority using a declarative approach when thinking
naturally about programming the tasks.

quantitative results is mostly descriptive since sample size
for our study was small and did not allow for statistically
robust comparisons. However, our results yield new insights
about the mental models of novice programmers. Additionally, we bring a deeper understanding of the phenomena
by combining descriptive statistics with qualitative results.
Please contact study authors for a detailed transcript of study
activities and analyses.
The results of the study address the research questions
presented in Section III, and we divide results according
to these questions. To code the programming paradigms
participants applied, we used the coding scheme described
in Table I [23]. We selected two widely used yet sufficiently
distinctive imperative programming paradigms, i.e., procedural and object-oriented. We also selected two declarative
programming paradigms based on either their popularity
among novice users (e.g., event-driven programming) or
their frequent adoption in robot and intelligent programming
systems (e.g., constraint programming). We consistently use
the terms ‘approach,’ ‘task,’ and ‘steps’ to describe our
results; for a visual understanding of these terms, see Fig.2.
In categorizing each participant’s response, we first broke
down each task into steps, or the most rudimentary part of
the task. Then, we assigned each step to a category based on
the participant’s response and the rules of each paradigm, as
shown in Table I.
RQ.1 How do paradigms that novice programmers
adopt to control a robot map onto different programming paradigms? (study Part 1)
Participants tended to adopt a more declarative constraint
or declarative event-centric programming approach. Data
from the post-questionnaire revealed that 11 of the 15
participants indicated that their top priority in completing the
tasks was thinking about all the combinations or possibilities
the robot might encounter during the task while working
within the constraints presented in the task steps. As shown
in Fig.5, in Task 1, about 40% of participants used

TABLE I
TAXONOMY OF THE MOST COMMON PROGRAMMING PARADIGMS . W E USED THESE PARADIGMS AS THE CODING SCHEME FOR THIS STUDY [24].
PROGRAMMING PARADIGM

DEFINITION

EXAMPLE

Imperative

Describes the task in a sequence of commands.

Imperative: Procedural

In the task description, repeated commands are
referred to as sub-routines, and concepts like
“goto” or “repeat” are used.

”Move 10 steps, listen to a customer’s order, say
your order will be ready soon”
”Repeat 3 times: Robot moves 10 steps and
robot turns 90 degrees”

Imperative: Object-Oriented Programming

Describes the task by using objects that are
connected and manipulated by methods.

“Robot - say ‘hi’ - human”
“Robot - locate - cube”

Declarative

Describes the task in terms of rules.

“Whenever the robot sees a cube, it should move
the cube forward”

Declarative: Event-Driven

Describes the task as trigger and action pairs.

“Once the user is finished talking, the robot will
respond, saying ’Your order will be ready soon”’

Declarative: Constraint

Describes the task in terms of constraints, e.g.,
whenever/wherever/if in certain situations, the
robot should/should not take a certain action.

“Whenever the customer orders something that
is not on the menu, the robot should say the
menu items again”

a declarative event-driven approach, whereas 27% of
participants used a procedural imperative approach, 23%
used an object-oriented programming imperative approach,
and 10% used a constraint-driven declarative approach. For
Task 2, 42% of participants used a procedural imperative
approach—most likely because the of the steps’ sequential
instruction. Additionally, 31% of participants used a declarative constraint-driven approach, 22% used a declarative
event-driven approach, and 5% used an imperative objectoriented programming approach.
When comparing participants with and without programming experience, the one difference in programming paradigm used concerns object-oriented programming
(OOP). Four of seven participants who had taken a
programming course used imperative OOP for task 1, but
only one of eight non-programmers used OOP for task 1. In
task 2, only participants who had taken a programming
course used the OOP paradigm to solve the programming
tasks. This suggests that object-oriented programming may
not be an intuitive paradigm for non-programmers but is
more comfortable for those with more formal programming
experience.
Overall, the results of the natural programming portions
of both scenarios indicated that:
An imperative procedural programming paradigm –
be it procedural, or OOP – is not necessarily the
most obvious or natural way that novice users
express programs for the robot.
The fact that most participants did not use an imperative
procedural programming approach across both tasks suggests
that novice programmers tend to rely less on sequential or
imperative paradigms.
More participants used an imperative procedural approach
to complete Task 2, likely because the step description was

outlined sequentially. Nonetheless, the majority of participants did not naturally adopt that approach. As our analysis
shows, six of 15 participants used an imperative procedural
approach to solve one of the steps in Task 1, but only one
participant used that approach to solve the entirety of Task
1.
Nine participants used imperative procedural programming
to complete at least one step of the task, but only one participant naturally used imperative procedural programming
to solve Task 2 as a whole. Both participants who naturally
used this paradigm throughout their respective tasks indicated
that they “thought [of themselves] as the robot and went
through how I would complete the task.” Perhaps because
the participants completed the task as the robot rather than
as the controller of the robot, they only considered the
robot when completing the tasks and did not consider the
robot’s interactions with other entities, such as a cube or a
customer. Additionally, one of these participants stated that
they chose a “systematic approach structured on whether
or not the robot could do something.” This suggests that
novice programmers use a more declarative event-driven and
declarative constraint-driven approach to program robots. If
a social robot programming language intends to model users’
natural mental models, then it should include declarative
elements in the programming language.
RQ.2 How does an imperative programming interface affect the programming paradigm that nonprogrammers adopt? (study part 2)
We found that the approaches participants chose to
implement the block-based programming steps did not
consider the edge cases they mentioned in part 1 of the
study, specifically when the robot acts in response to a user.
Thus, 11 participants indicated that they did not use the same
approach to complete the block-based programming tasks
compared to the natural programming task. Our qualitative

results indicate that several of these participants noted that
the block-based programming style had several limitations,
including the fact that blocks allowed for less flexibility in
programs, placed restraints on how to solve the task, and
did not let them explore the more detailed approaches they
envisioned in the natural programming section.
We evaluated the accuracy of the participants’ block-based
programs by dividing each task into the steps outlined in
Fig.4, which served as test cases. We then indicated a binary
score for each step in the task (1 for passing the test and 0 for
not passing it) and evaluated the block-based programs based
on these test cases. As shown in Fig.4, participants who
used an imperative procedural paradigm in their natural
programming approach often achieved lower accuracy
than those who chose other programming approaches.
For example, in Task 2, participants naturally using an
imperative procedural approach had an average accuracy of
60 − 75% per step, whereas those using declarative eventdriven programming had an average accuracy of 67−85% per
step, those using declarative constraint-driven programming
had an average accuracy of 85 − 100% per step, and those
using imperative OOP had an average accuracy of 100% per
step.
We also compared participants with and without programming experience. For Task 1, participants with no prior
programming experience had an average of 71% accuracy,
while those who had taken one programming course had an
average accuracy of 75%, a nominal difference. However, in
Task 2, participants with no prior programming experience
had an average of 70% accuracy, while participants who had
taken one programming course had an average accuracy of
97%. This difference in accuracy is potentially attributable
to the human-robot interaction component of the task and
its many constraints. Upon further analysis of the studies,
we found that seven of the eight non-programmers forgot
to account for at least one of the constraints included in
the task. The step in Task 2 that participants most often did
not accurately complete was step 1 (refer to Fig.2 for the
step description). Three of eight non-programmers (37.5%)
used constraint-driven programming to solve this step, while
four of seven participants (57%) with prior programming
experiences used constraint-driven programming. Perhaps
because this task included constraints, participants with prior
programming experience thought to employ a constraintdriven approach while those with no prior experience did
not modify their paradigm to align with the task. Only
one participant scored 100% accuracy across both tasks.
This participant has taken an introductory programming class
before and used an OOP approach for both tasks. In Task 1,
the participant used the ‘menu items,’ ‘user,’ and ‘robot’ as
objects that they modified using methods such as adding food
to the order. In Task 2, the participant used the ‘robot,’,‘user,’
and ‘cube’ as entities with methods to move the cube. The
high accuracy could be attributed to the OOP paradigm the
participant originally used, which allowed them to consider
all constraints of the task while also ensuring the actions
were robustly defined. Nine participants made the mistake of

executing an action without considering an initial constraint.
For example, in Task 1, participants would program the robot
to say “What would you like to order?” before checking if
the customer was ready.
This result suggests that if novice programmers naturally
think in an imperative or imperative procedural way, they are
less likely to develop accurate programs. If user accuracy
is the principal objective of a social robot programming
language, developers should consider employing a declarative programming paradigm to better align with novice
programmers’ natural programming tendencies.
In sum, when analyzing the performance of participants
based on their natural programming approaches, we found
that:
Participants who naturally used an imperative
procedural style had less accurate block-based
programs than those who used different paradigms.
V. L IMITATIONS
This study has the following limitations:
• Because this was a pilot study, we recruited a small
sample size of mostly undergraduate students in nontechnical STEM majors rather than a more representative group. Because our sample does not reflect a
broader set of novice programmers, we may have overlooked insights. To make more solid claims, we want
to recruit a larger and more diverse sample size.
• We considered only two main categories of paradigms
and two subcategories of these paradigms. However, in
practice, there are many more programming paradigms
that programmers use. Heavily constraining our assumptions to consider only imperative and declarative
programming could potentially bias our results.
• Though all of our tasks can be reproduced with the
Cozmo robot, in the interest of the study brevity and
considering the remote study setting, we did not instruct
participants to use a robot when programming their
tasks. However, including the robot in the study itself
would have better reflected the intended setting for
participants to program.
• The way we instructed study participants may have
affected their approach. In the pilot study, we wanted
to keep the the task description as simple as possible
so participants felt comfortable verbally (or otherwise)
expressing their responses. We also included elements
of concurrency in each task since it is a known limitation of visual block-based programming. However,
we noticed that the task description potentially altered
the paradigm employed by the participants to solve the
tasks. In future work, we plan to ensure that our task
descriptions do not influence participants by iterating
over small test samples to address this issue.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated how novice users most
accurately express intent with respect to robot behavior. We

conducted a two-part pilot study with fifteen participants
who were first asked to (1) naturally express how they
would program a robot to accomplish predefined tasks (all
participants chose verbal expression), and then asked to (2)
program the robot to accomplish the same predefined tasks.
Based on our analysis, we share the following main insights:
•

Insight 1: Novice users apply different paradigms
when they naturally think through robot control tasks
vs when they actually develop programs for robots.
They adapt their programming style to the end-user
programming system they are faced with, which might
not be the optimal way for the user to interface with a
programming system and could hinder the development
of desirable behaviors for the robot due to the mismatch
of mental models.

•

Insight 2: Novice users who naturally express
their programs in non-imperative paradigms tend
to write more accurate programs. Those who use
imperative paradigms write programs that are less
accurate than those who approach programs with
more natural paradigms. Thus, an imperative-style
end-user programming system might prevent users
from programming more accurately.

We believe these two primary insights, coupled with other
findings reported in the study, could inform the development
of new end-user programming tools that are more aligned
with how novices naturally think about specifying robot
behavior.
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